
  

 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

DESCRIPTION 

AERTEK is a special product whose formulation allows to introduce, in 

the concrete, balanced stabilized microbubbles. The presence of 

stabilized microbubbles increases machinability, reduces water 

outfall, reduces plastic shrinkage, and eliminates concrete 

segregation. 

 

CARATHERISTICS  

AERTEK thanks to its particular formulation, specific density and ease 

of dispersion, allows the production of particularly homogeneous 

mixtures, without segregation even in mixtures containing light inerts. 

Its high concentration of active material allows the obtaining of high-

stability air microbubbles that gives easy application of the dough with 

no sludge 

 

PHYSICAL FEATURES 

SUPERIOR 408 complies with the regulation UNI 934-2: 

APPEARANCE:   LIQUID 

COLOR:    BROWN 

DENSITY:    1.04 ± 0.02 g/cm³ 

Ph:    7 ± 1 

CHLORIDES:   NONE 

APPLICATIONS 

AERTEK for the aforementioned features gives the dough a reduced 

density to allow perfect pompability of lightweight concrete (both in 

the presence of expanded clay and polystyrene). 

AERTEK can be added to both the mix water and the finished concrete 

mix. Closure of the air depends on the temperature, the composition 

of the concrete and the mixing time. After prolonged storage, it is 

advisable to mix it thoroughly. 

 

FOR LIGHWEIGHT CONCRETES 

1) introduce water into the cement mixer  

2) the additive  

3) the polystyrene  

4) Allow the additive to be well absorbed the by the latter, so that 

each grain is well impregnated  

5) Finally add cement 

 

 

DOSAGE 

The AERTEK dosage range is between 0.8 and 2 ‰ on the weight of 

the cement, depending on the required air content or the desired 

effect. 

However, it is advisable to perform preventative tests not to exceed 

the maximum dosage allowed by the characteristics of the finished 

product, bearing in mind that for these products there is always a 

critical dosage beyond which the dispersing action prevails. 

 

PACKAGING 

AERTEK is available in: 

 Tanks of 20 kg  

Barrels of 200 kg 

Cisterns of 1000 kg 

STORAGE 

AERTEK is valid for one year in sealed packs at temperatures between 

5 ° C and 35 ° C. 
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The information contained in this data sheet, while representing 
the current state of knowledge, do not release the user from the 
accurate preliminary tests in their conditions of employment 
and exercise. We assume no responsibility for the improper use 
of the product. 
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